INTRODUCTION: Physical systems that exhibit topological invariants are naturally endowed with robustness against perturbations, as was recently demonstrated in many settings in condensed matter, photonics, cold atoms, acoustics, and more. The most prominent manifestations of topological systems are topological insulators, which exhibit scatter-free edge-state transport, immune to perturbations and disorder. Recent years have witnessed intense efforts toward exploiting these physical phenomena in the optical domain, with new ideas ranging from topology-driven unidirectional devices to topological protection of path entanglement. But perhaps more technologically relevant than all topological photonic settings studied thus far is, as proposed by the accompanying theoretical paper by Harari et al., an all-dielectric magnet-free topological insulator laser, with desirable properties stemming from the topological transport of light in the laser cavity.
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RATIONALE:
We demonstrate nonmagnetic topological insulator lasers. The topological properties of the laser system give rise to singlemode lasing, robustness against fabrication defects, and notably higher slope efficiencies compared to those of the topologically trivial counterparts. We further exploit the properties of the active topological platform by assembling topological insulator lasers from S-chiral microresonators that enforce predetermined unidirectional lasing even in the absence of magnetic fields.
RESULTS: Our topological insulator laser system is an aperiodic array of 10 unit cell-by-10 unit cell coupled ring resonators on an InGaAsP quantum wells platform. The active lattice uses the topological architecture suggested in the accompanying theoretical paper. This twodimensional setting is composed of a square lattice of ring resonators coupled to each other by means of link rings. The intermediary links are judiciously spatially shifted to introduce a set of hopping phases, establishing a synthetic magnetic field and two topological band gaps. The gain in this laser system is provided by optical pumping. To promote lasing of the topologically protected edge modes, we pump the outer perimeter of the array while leaving the interior lossy. We find that this topological insulator laser operates in single mode even considerably above threshold, whereas the corresponding topologically trivial realizations lase in multiple modes. Moreover, the topological laser displays a slope efficiency that is considerably higher than that in the corresponding trivial realizations. We further demonstrate the topological features of this laser by observing that in the topological array, all sites emit coherently at the same wavelength, whereas in the trivial array, lasing occurs in localized regions, each at a different frequency. Also, by pumping only part of the topological array, we demonstrate that the topological edge mode always travels along the perimeter and emits light through the output coupler. By contrast, when we pump the trivial array far from the output coupler, no light is extracted from the coupler because the lasing occurs at stationary modes. We also observe that, even in the presence of defects, the topological protection always leads to more efficient lasing compared to that of the trivial counterpart. Finally, to show the potential of this active system, we assemble a topological system based on S-chiral resonators, which can provide new avenues to control the topological features.
CONCLUSION:
We have experimentally demonstrated an all-dielectric topological insulator laser and found that the topological features enhance the lasing performance of a two-dimensional array of microresonators, making them lase in unison in an extended topologically protected scatter-free edge mode. The observed single longitudinal-mode operation leads to a considerably higher slope efficiency as compared to that of a corresponding topologically trivial system. Our results pave the way toward a new class of active topological photonic devices, such as laser arrays, that can operate in a coherent fashion with high efficiencies. Topological insulator laser. (A) Top-view image of the lasing pattern (topological edge mode) in a 10 unit cell-by-10 unit cell array of topologically coupled resonators and the output ports. (B) Output intensity versus pump intensity for a topological insulator laser and its trivial counterpart. The enhancement of the slope efficiency is about threefold. Comparing the power emitted in the single mode of the topological array to that of the highest power mode in the trivial array, the topological outperforms the trivial by more than a factor of 10. (C) Emission spectra from a topological insulator laser and its topologically trivial counterpart. au, arbitrary units. Physical systems exhibiting topological invariants are naturally endowed with robustness against perturbations, as manifested in topological insulators-materials exhibiting robust electron transport, immune from scattering by defects and disorder. Recent years have witnessed intense efforts toward exploiting these phenomena in photonics. Here we demonstrate a nonmagnetic topological insulator laser system exhibiting topologically protected transport in the cavity. Its topological properties give rise to single-mode lasing, robustness against defects, and considerably higher slope efficiencies compared to the topologically trivial counterparts. We further exploit the properties of active topological platforms by assembling the system from S-chiral microresonators, enforcing predetermined unidirectional lasing without magnetic fields.This work paves the way toward active topological devices with exciting properties and functionalities.
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T opological insulators are a phase of matter that feature an insulating bulk while supporting conducting edge states (1) (2) (3) . Notably, the transport of edge states in topological insulators is granted topological protection, a property stemming from the underlying topological invariants (2) . For example, in twodimensional (2D) systems, the ensued one-way conduction along the edge of a topological insulator is, by nature, scatter free-a direct outcome of the nontrivial topology of the bulk electronic wave functions (3). Although topological protection was initially encountered in the integer quantum Hall effect (4), the field of topological physics developed rapidly after it was recognized that topologically protected transport can also be observed even in the absence of a magnetic field (5, 6) . This, in turn, spurred a flurry of experimental activities in a number of electronic material systems (7) . The promise of robust transport inspired studies in many and diverse fields beyond solid-state physics, such as optics, ultracold atomic gases, mechanics, and acoustics (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . Along these lines, unidirectional topological states were observed in microwave settings (9) in the presence of a magnetic field (the electromagnetic analog of the quantum Hall effect), and, more recently, topologically protected transport phenomena have been successfully demonstrated in optical passive all-dielectric environments by introducing artificial gauge fields (14, 15) .
In photonics, topological concepts could lead to new families of optical structures and devices by exploiting robust, scatter-free light propagation. Lasers, in particular, could directly benefit from such attributes [see the accompanying theoretical paper (26)]. In general, laser cavities are prone to disorder, which inevitably arises from fabrication imperfections, operational degradation, and malfunction. Specifically, the presence of disorder in a laser gives rise to spatial light localization within the cavity, ultimately resulting in a degraded overlap of the lasing mode with the gain profile. This implies lower output coupling, multimode lasing, and reduced slope efficiency. These issues become acute in arrays of coupled laser resonators (used to yield higher power), in which a large number of elements is involved. Naturally, it would be of interest to exploit topological features in designing laser systems that are immune to disorder. In this spirit, several groups have recently studied edge-mode lasing in topological 1D Su-Schrieffer-Heeger resonator arrays (27) (28) (29) . However, being one-dimensional, they lase in a zero-dimensional defect state, which inherently cannot provide protected transport. Conversely, 2D laser systems can directly benefit from topological protection. Indeed, it was shown theoretically that it is possible to harness the underlying features of topological insulators in 2D laser arrays, when lasing in an extended topological state (26, 30, 31) . As indicated there, such systems can operate in a single-mode fashion with high slope efficiencies, in spite of appreciable disorder. In a following development, unidirectional edge-mode lasing was demonstrated in a topological photonic crystal configuration involving a yttrium iron garnet (YIG) substrate under the action of a magnetic field (32) . In that system, lasing occurred within a narrow spectral band gap induced by magneto-optic effects. Clearly, it would be of interest to pursue magnet-free approaches that are, by nature, more compatible with fabrication procedures and photonic integration involving low-loss components. In addition, such all-dielectric systems can prove advantageous in substantially expanding the topological band gap and, in doing that, bring the topological protection of photon transport to the level at which lasing is immune to defects and disorder.
Here we report the first observation of topologically protected edge-mode lasing in nonmagnetic, 2D topological cavity arrays. We show that this topological insulator laser can operate in single mode, even considerably above threshold, with a slope efficiency that is significantly higher than that achieved in their corresponding trivial realizations. Moreover, we observe experimentally that the topological protection leads to more efficient lasing in the 2D array than in the trivial counterpart, even in the presence of defects. Finally, to show the potential of this active system, we assemble a topological system based on S-chiral resonators, which can provide new avenues to control the topological features.
Design of the topological insulator laser
We fabricated a 10 unit cell-by-10 unit cell coupled ring-resonator array on an active platform involving vertically stacked 30-nm-thick InGaAsP quantum wells [see (33) , Fig. 1A] . We coupled the array to a waveguide that acts as an output coupler, which allowed us to interrogate the system using outcoupling gratings (Fig. 1B, corresponding to the yellow framed regions in Fig. 1A ). The active lattice investigated here uses a topological architecture suggested in (26) , which is based on adding gain and loss to the topological passive silicon platform demonstrated in (15) . This 2D setting comprises a square lattice of ring resonators, which are coupled to each other through link rings (Fig. 1,  A and C) . The link rings are designed to be antiresonant to the main ring resonators. In this all-dielectric design, the intermediary links are judiciously spatially shifted along the y axis, with respect to the ring resonators, to introduce an asymmetric set of hopping phases. The phase shift is sequentially increased along the y axis in integer multiples of ±2pa, designed here to be a = 0.25, where a is proportional to the equivalent magnetic flux quanta passing through a unit cell. In this way, a round trip along any plaquette (consisting of four rings and four links) results in a total accumulated phase of ±2pa, where the sign depends on the direction of the path along this unit cell. This provides the lattice with a synthetic magnetic field and establishes two topologically nontrivial band gaps. The cross section of each ring (500-nm width and 210-nm height) is designed to ensure single transverse-mode conditions at a wavelength of operation of 1550 nm (33) . The nominal separation between the ringresonators and off-resonant links is 150 nm, thus leading to two frequency band gaps, each having a width of 80 GHz (0.64 nm). The spectral size of the two band gaps was obtained by experimentally measuring the frequency splitting (0.8 nm) in a binary system of primary resonators, linked by means of an intermediate racetrack ring [see (33) , part 9]. To promote protected edge-mode lasing, we optically pumped only the outer perimeter of this array at 1064 nm with 10-ns pulses (Fig. 1D) . This was achieved using a set of appropriate amplitude masks [see (33) , part 1]. The intensity structure of the lasing modes was captured by using an InGaAs infrared camera, and their spectral content was then analyzed by using a spectrometer with an array detector (33) . In what follows, we compare the features of the topological insulator lasers (a = 0.25) with those of their trivial counterparts (a = 0) under various conditions.
Studying the features of the topological insulator laser
The edge mode can be made to lase by pumping the boundary of the topological array (26) . In this case, a clear signature of topological lasing would be highly efficient single-mode emission, even at gain values high above the threshold. To observe these features in experiments, we pumped the perimeter of the topological and trivial arrays and measured the lasing output power (integrated over the two outcoupling gratings) and its spectral content. The light-light curves measured for the topological and the trivial arrays ( Fig. 2A) clearly show that the topological system lases with a higher efficiency than its trivial counterpart. From their measured spectra (Fig. 2, B and D) , we observe that the topological arrays remain single moded over a wide range of pumping densities (Fig. 2C) , whereas the trivial arrays (tested over multiple samples) always emit in multiple wavelengths with considerably broader linewidths (Fig. 2D) . Importantly, if we only compare the power emitted in the dominant (longitudinal) mode of the topological array to the mode with the highest power in the trivial array, the topological laser outperforms the trivial one by more than an order of magnitude. This difference in performance is attributed to the physical properties of the topological edge modes. The trivial array suffers from several drawbacks. First, the trivial lasing modes extend into the lossy bulk, thus experiencing suppressed emission. Second, the trivial lasing modes try to avoid the output coupler so as to optimize their gain. And finally, because of intrinsic disorder in fabrication, the lasing mode localizes in several different parts of the trivial lattice, each lasing at a different frequency, thereby giving rise to a multimode behavior. Conversely, apart from a weak exponential penetration into the bulk, in topological arrays the edge states are strongly confined to the edge. Moreover, because they are forced to flow around the perimeter, they are always in contact with the output coupler. Finally, because of its inherent topological properties, the lasing edge mode does not suffer from localization, and therefore it uniformly extends around the perimeter (in a single mode), using all the available gain in the system by suppressing any other parasitic mode.
To demonstrate that these active lattices exhibit topological features, we compared their lasing response against that of their trivial counterparts (a = 0) when their periphery is pumped. The emission intensity profiles obtained from these two systems are shown in Fig. 3 , B and C. To check whether the lasing modes are extended or localized around the perimeter of the lattice, we measured the spectrum of the light emitted from different sites around the arrays (Fig. 3, A and E) . For the trivial array, we observed that the spectrum varies around the lattice, with emission occurring over a wide wavelength range, spanning from 1543 to 1570 nm, as shown in Fig. 3A . This is an indication that the trivial array lases in localized domains, each one at a different frequency. By sharp contrast, in the topological array, all sites emit coherently at the same wavelength (Fig. 3E) . Such lasing, in a single extended topological edge mode, is a direct manifestation of topologically protected transport. These results are consistent with those presented in Fig. 2 . The full spectra of Fig. 3 , A and E, are given in (33) .
Topological transport in these structures was further investigated by selectively pumping the lattice. First, we pumped only one edge of the 2D array, as depicted in Fig. 3D (inset) . Under these conditions, the lasing mode in the trivial system is confined to the pumped region (Fig. 3D) . In this arrangement, the emission is heavily suppressed both in the bulk as well as along the perimeter, and, consequently, no light is extracted from any of the output grating couplers. By contrast, for the topological array, even when only one side is pumped, the edge mode flows along the periphery, finally reaching the output coupler, as shown in Fig. 3H . In this case, only one output coupler grating emits strongly. This indicates that the lasing mode that reaches the output coupler has a definite chirality in each ring. Given that the emission is in a single mode, one can conclude that lasing takes place in only one topological mode. To show that in the topological case, it is the edge mode that lases, Notice that the topological lattice remains single moded, whereas the trivial one emits in multiple modes. Lasing transport in a (D) trivial array and (H) topological lattice when the right side is pumped. The lasing edge mode in (H) travels (blue arrow) along the unpumped perimeter and exits mostly through the left output grating, whereas the lasing mode in (D) never reaches the output coupler. (C) and (G) present similar results when the pumping region at the right side is further extended into the array. In (G), the lasing edge mode again travels all the way to the output port, whereas the lasing modes of the trivial lattice never reach the extracting ports in (C). This proves that the topological mode travels around the perimeter and always reaches the output port, whereas the lasing modes of the trivial lattice are stationary. The pumping conditions are shown above the labeled panels. Fig. 4 . Robust behavior of the lasing edge mode with respect to defects in a topological array. (A and B) Lasing response of a (A) topological and (B) trivial array in the presence of two defects intentionally inserted on the periphery, under the same pumping intensity. Note that the edge mode transport in (A) (blue arrow) bypasses the defects, whereas in its trivial counterpart, the lasing occurs from the three separate sections.
whereas in the trivial case the bulk states lase, we expanded the pumping region at the right edge (Fig. 3C, inset) . In the trivial case, even though pumping over a larger area is now provided, still no laser light reaches the output ports (Fig. 3C ). This means that there are no traveling edge modes that could reach the output ports. Conversely, for the topological array, the lasing edge mode reaches the output coupler with a fixed chirality within each ring (Fig. 3G) . This shows that the topological lasing mode extends around the perimeter and travels all the way to the output ports, whereas the lasing in the trivial case occurs in stationary localized modes. In this vein, we tested multiple samples and found that the same features consistently emerged in a number of different designs (different resonance frequencies, couplings, etc.) in a universal manner. A video showing the behaviors of partially pumped topological and trivial arrays are provided as supplementary materials [see (33) , part 10] and more features associated with these arrays can be found in [(33), parts 3 and 5].
Introducing defects
Next, we studied lasing in a topological structure and in its trivial counterpart, in the presence of defects, which are intentionally introduced into the structures. We removed specific microrings along the perimeter, where pumping is provided (i.e., we remove two gain elements). Figure 4 shows the light emission from these two types of structures. These results demonstrate that in a topological system (Fig. 4A) , light is capable of bypassing the defects by penetrating into the bulk and displaying lasing in an extended edge mode of almost uniform intensity. Conversely, the intensity of the emitted light in the trivial structure is considerably suppressed (Fig. 4B) , and the defects effectively subdivide the perimeter into separate regions that lase independently (both measurements were performed at identical pump power levels). Hence, the topological insulator laser is robust against defects, even when introduced into the gain regions. [Further evidence of this robustness in the presence of disorder is given in (33), part 8.] Laser based on an array of chiral S-bend elements Having established the underlying concepts of the topological insulator laser and the promise it holds for exploring new aspects of topological physics, specifically in active media, it is interesting to discuss some of the directions to which these ideas can lead. As an example, embarking on fundamental aspects such as Maxwell's reciprocity in the presence of nonlinearity, as well as on potential applications, we modified the individual resonators in the topological insulator laser so as to break the symmetry between the clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) modes in each ring. Instead of using conventional rings, we used a special S-bend design (34) for each primary cavity element in the topological lattice (Fig. 5, A and B) . The intermediary links remained the same as in the previous designs (Fig. 1A) . In this system, each laser microresonator selectively operates in a single spinlike manner, i.e., in either the CW or the CCW direction, by exploiting gain saturation and energy recirculation among these modes. The S-chiral elements involved, in the presence of nonlinearity (gain saturation) and the spatial asymmetry of the Sbends, add unidirectionality to the topological protection of transport. In the experiments described in Fig. 5 , we observe suppression of more than 12 dB between the right-and left-hand spins in each resonator [see (33) , part 6]. Finitedifference time-domain simulations also indicate that the differential photon lifetime between the right and left spins in these S-bend cavities is about 3 ps, corresponding to an equivalent loss coefficient of 10 cm −1 [more details are outlined in (33) , part 7] . The field distribution in the prevalent spinning mode in these active S-resonators is shown in Fig. 5C , featuring a high degree of power recirculation through the S-structure that is responsible for the spinlike mode discrimination. The corresponding intensity profile associated with this unidirectional edge-mode energy transport is shown in Fig. 5D . In this case, energy is predominantly extracted from only one of the two outcoupling gratings (with ã 10-dB rejection ratio), which is an indication of unidirectional energy flow in the rings of this topological array.
Discussion
Our all-dielectric topological insulator laser exploits its topological features to enhance the lasing performance of a 2D array of microresonators, making them lase in unison in an extended topologically protected scatter-free edge mode. The observed single longitudinal-mode operation leads to a considerably higher slope efficiency as compared to a corresponding topologically trivial system. The systems described here are based on contemporary fabrication technologies of semiconductor lasers, without need for magnetic units of exotic materials. Our results provide a route for developing a new class of active topological photonic devices, especially arrays of semiconductor lasers, that can operate in a coherent fashion with high slope efficiencies. (D) Measured intensity profile associated with the lasing edge mode in a topological array with a = 0.25. In this system, the perimeter is selectively pumped, and the energy in each ring circulates in a counterclockwise manner, as indicated by the radiation emerging from the extracting ports.
